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Hp probook 4545s

HP ProBook 4545s AMD Laptop A6-4400m - 15.6 - 4GB - 500GB - Win 7 Pro Model: C1C03LA-ABM is not available online. To order contact us and we are happy to help you. To get the full descriptions, features, specifications and compatibility, we will show the manufacturer's website based on the chosen model. Conditions and Z6_M0I02JG0KGSS30ACT8MPG200G1 some of
the tool's functions may not be available at this time. We apologise for any inconvenience caused and address the issue. Свести к минимуму чат бот окно Загрузка Чатбот Новый журнал регистрации сообщений в Z6_M0I02JG0K8VJ50AAAN3FIR1020 Общий корпоративный бизнес, малый бизнес Процессор / Chipset Cache памяти памяти памяти Памяти
Спецификация хранения DVD-RW (-R DL) / DVD-RAM фиксированной памяти Display Разрешение Аббревиатура Аудио и видео-память Распределение технология общей видео-памяти (UMA) Стереодинамики, микрофон Hard Drive Input мультитач борту, водостойкие связи 802.11b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0 Оптический процессор хранения процессора Считыватель
аккумулятора AC Адаптер Соединения - Расширение 1 х ExpressCard/34 (1 бесплатный) HDMIVGAHeadphone выходМикрофон inputLAN3 х USB 2.02 х USB 3.0 Заголовок Miscellaneous HP 3D DriveGuard, HP Disk Sanitizer, HP File Sanitizer, HP File Sanitizer HP SpareKey, слот блокировки безопасности (кабельный замок продается отдельно) Производитель
Продажа программы Сеть Bluetooth 4.0, Ethernet, Быстрый Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, IEEE 802.11b , IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n Microsoft Office Preloaded software includes a pre-loaded image of some Microsoft Office 2010 sets. Purchase a key map of the Office 2010 product or a disk to activate preinstalled software on that computer. Monitor Systems Dimensions -
Weight Manufacturer Guarantee Mainboard Environmental Standards Physical System Characteristics / Microsoft Windows 7 Software Professional 64-bit edition of HP ProtectTools Security Manager Video Output Graphic Processor Series Video Memory Video Memory Technology Shared Video Memory (UMA) Notebook Camera Service - Support Details New HP ProBook
4545s presented as a laptop aimed at professionals and SMEs looking for a solution equipment at a tight price. For just over 500 euros the American firm puts on the market computer care design, acceptable autonomy and equipment more than enough for the use to which it is directed. Let's learn more about this HP ProBook 4545s. The new HP laptop offers a classic design,
with a sober, functional aesthetic that characterizes enterprise cutting equipment. Despite its low cost, the chassis offers remarkable durability and includes aluminum parts such as a primacy or acoustic cover. To be a team 15.6 inches offers Dimensions (35 x 375 x 256 mm.) and weight of 2.5 kg (sorry charger). Looks like it's House equipment, this series does not support the
expansion of docks. In the standard version it offers four USB ports (two of them 3.0), HDMI and VGA video output, standard size Ethernet socket, audio connectors and SD/MS/MMC card reader. On the right side you will find DVD burners, peripheral almost extinct in the consumer market, but still required by many professionals. The 15.6-inch HP ProBook 4545s panel offers a
resolution of 1,366 x 768 pixels and a matte treatment that prevents reflections when used outdoors. As usual, this component is one of the most affected by price adjustments and obviously does not offer the quality of any medium equipment, which is about a thousand euros. Again, enough for its price (a fundamental variable when it comes to evaluating hardware in this
category), but not recommended for users who need color accuracy or search for a high-quality image. The keyboard and trackpad are two very important sections on any equipment, and even more so in those professional cuttings that are intensively used. This HP ProBook 4545s provides an accurate and fast feel, making it the perfect laptop to work for hours without missing an
external keyboard (tray sizes also help). The trackpad, which we can quickly disable by clicking twice in the left corner, supports Windows 8-compatible gestures and is easy to use. Wonderful at the moment. Technically, we're looking at a laptop based on the AMD A4-4400m processor, a base micro range that in synthetic tests is located slightly below the Intel Core i3 (HP offers
two versions of this Intel-based computer). Integrated graphics is the Radeon HD 7420G, which uses basic computer memory and is not suitable for gaming (virtually any last year's name is unjugable). In any case, this hardware is enough to smoothly move Windows 8 and any office or corporate application, as well as playback of multimedia content in high definition. On our test
batteries, the HP ProBook 4545s scored 1,716 points on PCMark 7, a set that measures overall computer performance, and a score of 4.7 on the Windows 8 experience. The numbers are penalized for poor graphics performance, but there is no stark difference with Intel-based solutions and, in any case, should not be a problem for the target audience of this computer. In
practice, the laptop moves the software smoothly, doesn't go too loud and keeps the temperature under control until we run graphics apps such as modern video games.  The 9-cell battery in standard mode offers a real range of about 4.5 hours, which Expand to 8 if we turn off the wireless connection and keep the brightness level of the panel to a minimum. Findings We find the
HP ProBook 4545s a remarkable, correct hardware that stands out in aspects such as build quality or an above-average keyboard in this price range. On the other hand, details such as port distribution (especially USB) or panel quality penalize our final rating. The HP ProBook 4545s is now available from all authorized resellers at a recommended price of 539 euros, more than a
reasonable price tailored to your specifications and value-added HP offers in the form of security and protection solutions for your business environment. Of course, it offers custom configuration options for companies. In an impressive update to HP's product last month, dedicated to the particularly upcoming release of Windows 8, there was also room for Windows 7 Professional
models, as in the case of the ProBook 4545s. 15-inch laptop for the professional and corporate sector, which stands out for the use of the hardware platform based on the second generation of AMD APU processors, The Trinity series. Also for its aluminum dwelling, which provides strength and lightness, with DuraFinish technology, resistant to water attached to a brushed
keyboard. Its display is a backlit LED LCD, with anti-glare treatments, high-resolution definitions of 1366 x 768 pixels and a size of 15.6 inches. The HP ProBook 4545s uses the AMD A70M FCH chip with the ability to install a quad-core A8-4500M processor (2.8/1.9 GHz, cache 4MB L2) or dual-core A6-4400M (3.2/2.7 GHz, 1MB L2 cache). It has powerful graphics integrated into
Die, Radeon HD 7640G or Radeon HD 7520G with up to 2GB of DDR3 memory. The memory that in the case of RAM is 8 GBites, along with storage options based on hard drives 320, 640 or 750 Gbytes capacity. Its connectivity is extensive and includes Gigabit Ethernet, Wi-Fi N, Bluetooth 4.0, Media Card Reader, webcam, USB 2.0 and 3.0 ports, as well as HDMI analog vga
and digital video outlets. To emphasize included optical drive, Blu-ray reader combo and DVD burners that have not yet been seen in the laptop sector. In addition, nine battery elements are included for thirteen hours of battery life. The HP ProBook 4545s includes extensive security and corporate governance features from HP ProtectTools with drive encryption, HP Spare Key, or
file sanitizer; HP Facial Recognition HP File disinfectant; Security lock slot or additional HP fingerprint sensor. A powerful, durable and powerful laptop that will pre-install Windows 7 y gran cantidad de software pre-instalado. Llegar' Spain pr'ximamente un precio muy contenido, por debajo de los 600 euros. With the ProBook 4545s HP wants to deliver a solid office laptop. Talking
about speakers: They are incredibly good for an office device. We like the keyboard too: Big keys, good typing experience and even block number. You can choose to have a fingerprint sensor installed as a security feature, although our model does not have. Facial recognition through a webcam is integrated. Locking a laptop with a key is also possible, of course. Worth a look at
the HP ProBook 4545s...... If you are looking for solid production... The two keys in the speaker grille make it possible to have direct access to the browser and airplane mode. ... but in terms of brightness and angles, it's not that great. The screen has a matte finish... Outside the device, priced at less than 500 euros, surprises the beholder with aluminum ... ... and stable
production. On a palm rest you will also find a brush of metal. In terms of the internal performance of the device, HP relies on AMD. The LED state on the front informs the user about the activity of the hard drive. The power switch launches the computer and thus also preinstalled Windows 8 Pro...... which HP does not download with great interest software. Der Bildschirm bietet
zwar ein mattes Finish,... ... Elegant and conservative design... Design... hp probook 4545s price. hp probook 4545s drivers. hp probook 4545s battery. hp probook 4545s charger. hp probook 4545s 15.6in. hp probook 4545s ram upgrade. hp probook 4545s laptop. hp probook 4545s power adapter
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